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Integrating SWATH-MS Proteomics and
Transcriptome Analysis Identifies CHI3L1 as a
Plasma Biomarker for Early Gastric Cancer
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Early diagnosis of gastric cancer (GC) provides patients oppor-
tunities for minimally invasive endoscopic resection. Here, we
developed a new strategy integrated the state-of-the-art sequen-
tial windowed acquisition of all theoretical fragment ion
(SWATH) mass spectra (MS) with multi-dataset joint analysis
to screen for the stage-I GC plasma biomarker. In SWATH-MS
assays, we identified 37 upregulated and 21 downregulated pro-
teins in GC plasma. In the mRNA database analysis, 633 genes
were identified as differentially expressed genes in at least 4 out
of 5 datasets, but there were only 94 genes identified as upregu-
lated. Only 1 gene, CHI3L1, was characterized as upregulated
in both the dataset consensus list and the SWATH-MS list.
Then, we detected the CHI3L1 level in the plasma of a large
cohort consisting of 200 participants. The area under the
ROC curve (AUC) of CHI3L1 in distinguishing GC from others
was 0.788. Integrating the plasma CHI3L1 level with clinical
factors further boosted the AUC to 0.887. In conclusion, we
provide a novel strategy for biomarker screening, combining
recent MS techniques with public database analysis, and iden-
tified plasma CHI3L1 as a potential biomarker for patients
with endoscopically resectable GC.
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INTRODUCTION
With 1,033,701 new cases and 782,685 deaths worldwide, gastric can-
cer (GC) ranks second in mortality and sixth in incidence among all
cancer types in 2018.1 Incidence rates of GC are markedly elevated in
regions in East Asia as compared to North America and Europe.2

Noticeably, GC exhibits a specific high incidence in China, with an
estimated 679,100 new cases in 2015, and about 498,000 Chinese pa-
tients died from GC in the same year.3 Many studies suggested that
the prognosis of GC has a very close association with the stage at
detection.4 Overall survival of GC dramatically decreased if the diag-
nosis did not occur at an early stage.5 The 5-year survival rate of GC is
quite low in China, because more than 80% of GC patients were diag-
nosed at an advanced stage.6 Additionally, early diagnosis of GC
could not only improve the prognosis but also avoid the trauma of
open surgery and improve the quality of life for stage-T1a patients
who were suitable for endoscopic, minimally invasive treatment.7,8

Thus, an increase in the early detection rate of GC is urgently needed.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-
Recently, gastric endoscopy is the main approach to screening for GC,
which showed a very promising effect in improving GC patients’mor-
tality.9 However, according to the recent guidelines, most gastric
endoscopy screenings were conducted in people roughly selected by
non-specific risk factors such as age, family history, and Helicobacter
pylori infection.10–13 Inefficient pre-selection of high-risk individuals
resulted in low cost efficiency and low compliance, which largely
weakened the application of endoscopy screening in developing
countries. Thus, the discovery of new biomarkers to identify high-
risk individuals is of vital importance. During the past decade,
many efforts have been made in GC biomarker discovery, mainly
focused on plasma and serum.14 The concept of liquid biopsy is
now commonly accepted, along with the wide application of high-
throughput technologies and microfluidic technologies in biomarker
discovery.15 Most attention was given to circulating cell-free DNA
(cfDNA). However, cfDNA was supposed to be released into plasma
during tumor cell death, which was suitable for the monitoring of
recurrence rather than early diagnosis.16 The plasma levels of some
proteins, such as MG7Ag, S100A9, GIF, and AAT, also have been
associated with the diagnosis or prognosis of GC.14,17–20 However,
most of those biomarkers were discovered using a cohort of mixed
stages, and none of them were validated in endoscopically curable
T1a GC patients.

Sequential windowed acquisition of all theoretical fragment ion
(SWATH) mass spectra (MS) is emerging as a new strategy of data-
independent acquisition (DIA)MSmethods, which allows a complete
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Figure 1. General Analysis Pipeline

(A) Flow chart for study design. (B) Workflow of SWATH-

MS analysis.
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and permanent recording of all fragments of detectable peptides in
each sample.21 SWATH-MS combines deep proteome coverage capa-
bilities with quantitative accuracy and consistency and becomes the
state-of-the-art MS platform in cancer biomarker discovery.22

Recently, SWATH-MS was already applied in screening biomarkers
of prostate carcinoma, esophageal carcinoma, and hepatocellular car-
cinoma.23–25 After an accumulation of a large amount of cancer
sequencing data in the past 2 decades, many gene expression data-
bases, such as the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)26 and Gene Expres-
sion Omnibus (GEO),27 have become more and more popular in can-
cer biomarker discovery studies. Those publicly accessible repertoires
not only allow us to re-analyze and reinterpret previously published
data but also give us independent cohorts for verification of our
own findings.

Chitinase 3-Like 1 (CHI3L1) is a carbohydrate-binding lectin with an
affinity for chitin but does not have chitinase activity. CHI3L1 is
associated with tissue remodeling, inflammation, and dendritic cell
accumulation.28,29 CHI3L1 could be secreted by many cell types—
including activated macrophages, fibroblasts, chondrocytes, neutro-
phils, vascular smooth muscle cells, and synovial cells—and was
reported associated with fibrosis, asthma, and many different types
of cancer.29–32 It was reported that CHI3L1 protein functions as an
oncogenic protein in breast cancer,33 colorectal cancer,34 and GC.35

However, its potential function as a diagnositic biomarker of GC
has not yet been revealed.

In this study, we used SWATH-MS proteomics to screen for specific
upregulated proteins in plasma of stage-I GC patients and then
filtered the candidates by public GC gene expression datasets and
the human secretome list (Figure 1).36 With very strict screening
criteria, only CHI3L1 was identified as a robust biomarker candi-
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date, which was further verified in an indepen-
dent cohort with a large population. Our study
provided a novel strategy in cancer biomarker
discovery combining a high-resolution MS
technique with publicly available mRNA
profiling database analysis, and identified
plasma CHI3L1 as a robust biomarker for pa-
tients with endoscopically resectable GC.

RESULTS
Identification of Aberrantly Elevated

Proteins in GC Plasma by SWATH-MS

To identify specific plasma protein biomarkers
in GC patients, we subjected 10 plasma samples
from paired T1a GC and chronic superficial
gastritis (CSG) patients to highly abundant pro-
tein depletion (Figure S1A) and SWATH-MS analysis. For data-
dependent acquisition (DDA) and spectral library generation, those
specimens from all 10 subjects were pooled together and divided
into 3 fractions using a modified high-pH reversed-phase (RP)
method, and DDA was performed (Figures S1B and S1C). A total
of 9,070 peptides, which mapped to 1,170 proteins, were identified
(Figures S2A–S2D).

For DIA and protein quantification (Figures S3 and S4), protein
abundance in each sample was well distributed with a mean mass er-
ror of 1.0 ppm, suggesting that very robust results were acquired in
DIA (Figure S5A). 873 proteins were quantified in all 5 GC samples
(Figure 2A), and 877 proteins were quantified in all 5 CSG samples
(Figure 2B). No protein was characterized as GC or CSG specific (Fig-
ure S5B). With a threshold fold change (FC) R 1.2 or % 0.83 com-
bined with a false discovery rate (FDR) % 0.1, we identified 37 pro-
teins upregulated and 21 proteins downregulated in GC plasma
(Figure 2C; Table S1). The differentially abundant proteins could
well distinguish GC plasma from CSG plasma (Figure 2D).

Differentially Abundant Plasma Proteins in GC Are Mutually

Connected

Noticeably, 10 out of 58 differentially abundant proteins could not
be mapped to a typical protein-coding gene, and most of them
were fragments of circulating antibodies. Then, we annotated the
remaining 48 up- and downregulated protein-coding genes using
Gene Ontology (GO) terms (Figure 3A). For GO: BP (biological
process), nearly half of those genes were associated with response
to stress and the immune system process. For GO: CC (cell
component), there were 25 genes associated with extracellular
space and 20 genes associated with the plasma membrane. For
GO: MF (molecular function), 24 genes were associated with ion



Figure 2. Identification of GC Plasma-Specific

Proteins by SWATH-MS

(A) SWATH-MS identified and quantified 873 proteins in all

5 GC samples. (B) SWATH-MS identified and quantified

877 proteins in all 5 CSG samples. (C) Scatterplot ex-

hibited aberrantly expressed proteins in GC plasma. Blue

points, upregulated; red points, downregulated; green

points, non-significant. (D) The differentially abundant

proteins could well distinguish GC plasma from CSG

plasma by hierarchical clustering.
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binding. ClueGO function analysis was performed to give insight
into the biological process in which differentially expressed genes
(DEGs) were involved. At the medium level, regulation of humoral
immune response, positive regulation of macrophage-derived foam
cell differentiation, and regulation of extracellular matrix organiza-
tion were identified (Figure 3B; Table S2). Detailed-level ClueGO
function analysis was also conducted, and the results are shown
in Figure S6 and Table S3. Additionally, the protein-protein inter-
action (PPI) relationship was also revealed by the STRING data-
base. Except for 5 scattered genes, most of those genes were asso-
ciated with each other (Figure 3C). Among all those genes,
Angiotensinogen (AGT), Hemopexin (HPX), CHI3L1, Serpin
Family A Member 4 (SERPINA4), and so forth were identified
as hub genes (number of connections > 5).

The Consensus of Upregulated Proteins in GC based on

Different Online Datasets

Given the assumption that the tumor tissue could be themost possible
source of proteins elevated in GC plasma,36 here we performed DEG
analysis in five different GC datasets using GEO2R to construct a
consensus list of upregulated proteins in GC for further filtering the
biomarker candidates identified by plasma SWATH-MS.

There were 14708, 8365, 6942, 1409, and 1304 DEGs in TCGA and
GEO: GSE54129, GSE37023, GSE29272, and GSE26942, respectively
Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 17 June 2020 259
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(Figure 4A). We chose the genes exhibited in at
least 4 different DEG lists (663 genes in total)
for GO annotation (Figure 4B) and found that
they were mostly associated with the cellular pro-
cess (GO: BP), cell part (GO: CC), and protein
binding (GO: MF). Among all those 633 genes,
only 10 genes were upregulated in all 5 databases
(Figure 4C), suggesting that those GC databases
had a high heterogeneity due to different popula-
tions and the adoption of different mRNA
profiling techniques. ClueGO function analyses
at global (Figure S7), medium (Figure 5A), and
detailed (Figure S8) levels were all performed.
Cell differentiation, adhesion, migration,
response to oxygen, extracellular structure orga-
nization, and so forth were found associated
with those DEGs (Figure 5A; Tables S4 and S5).
Then, we performed PPI analysis in all genes upregulated in at leas
3 databases (94 genes) by STRING. Most of those genes were also asso-
ciated with each other, except for some small gene clusters and scat-
tered genes (Figure 5B).

Identification and Verification of CHI3L1 as an Elevated

Biomarker in GC Plasma

Considering that most specific plasma protein biomarkers were
either secreted proteins or membrane proteins, we filtered the po-
tential biomarkers identified by plasma SWATH-MS with the
database-derived upregulated gene list and a widely recognized
secreted/membrane protein list.36 58 out of 94 database-derived
upregulated genes were secretome or membrane associated (Fig-
ure 6A), and only 1 gene, CHI3L1, was characterized as upregu-
lated in both the database-derived list and SWATH-MS (Figures
6B and 6C).

To verify the potential diagnostic effect of CHI3L1 in early GC
patients, the plasma of 100 GC patients, 25 benign neoplasia patients
(BN), 43 patients with hyperplastic polyps (HPS), and 32 normal con-
trols (NC) was subjected to CHI3L1 enzyme-linked immunosorben
assay (ELISA) (Table 1).We found that the concentrations of CHI3L1
in plasma were 162.59 ± 112.78, 87.41 ± 50.33, 64.50 ± 35.44, and
76.22 ± 29.49 in patients with GC, patients with BN, patients
with HP, and NC, respectively (Figure 6D). Thus, CHI3L1
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Figure 3. Functional Analysis of Differentially

Abundant Plasma Proteins in GC

(A) Statistics of GO terms annotated to differentially

abundant plasma proteins in GC. BP category is indicated

in red, CC category is indicated in blue, and MF category

is indicated in yellow. (B) GO: BP terms related to regu-

lation of humoral immune response, positive regulation of

macrophage-derived foam cell differentiation, and regu-

lation of extracellular matrix organization were enriched by

ClueGO function analysis at medium level. (C) A protein-

protein interaction (PPI) network among the differentially

abundant plasma proteins was constructed by the

STRING database, and the color of the nodes (proteins)

was mapped to their log2 GC/CSG fold changes.
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was significantly higher in the plasma of GC patients, as compared to
BN patients (t = 4.974, df = 123, p < 0.001), patients with HPs (t =
7.843, df = 141, p < 0.001), and NCs (t = 6.952, df = 130, p <
0.001). Additionally, we found that CHI3L1 was positively associated
with age (Figures S9A and S9B), but not sex (Figures S9C and S9D), in
both GC patients and healthy individuals. We also found that the GC
patients of different stages showed a similar plasma CHI3L1 level
(Figure S9E).

Identification of CHI3L1 as a Robust Plasma Biomarker in GC

Patients

Diagnostic accuracy of the plasma CHI3L1 for predicting GC was as-
sessed by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis, and
the area under the ROC curve (AUC) value was calculated. We
demonstrated that CHI3L1 could distinguish GC patients from those
with precancerous BN, patients with HPS, and NC, with AUCs of
0.722, 0.844, and 0.764, respectively. The overall AUC comparing
GC to all other participants was 0.788 (Figure 6E). Then we stratified
GC patients with the clinical stage. The plasma CHI3L1 level showed
considerable performance in identifying stage-I GC patients, with
AUCs of 0.708 (versus that for BN), 0.831 (versus that for HPS),
0.744 (versus that for NC), and 0.773 (versus that for all others),
respectively (Figure S10A). For the stage-II/III patients, the AUCs
slightly increased to 0.773 (versus that for BN), 0.893 (versus that
260 Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 17 June 2020
for HPS), 0.841 (versus that for NC), and
0.846 (versus that for all others) (Figure S10B).

The association between CHI3L1 level and
clinical factors such as age and sex could bias
the prediction of GC by CHI3L1 level. Thus,
we used a logistic model to integrate plasma
CHI3L1 level with other clinical factors to
achieve a better diagnostic effect in identifying
GC. The AUC further increased into 0.887
when integrating plasma CHI3L1 level with
age and sex (Figure S11A) in identifying GC
patients from all other participants. The effi-
ciencies in distinguishing GC from patients
with BN, patients with HPS, and NC were all
highly increased when adding age and sex into the prediction model
(Figures S11B–S11D).

Thenwe focused on patients with early-stage, endoscopically resectable
GC. Our logistic model integrating plasma CHI3L1 level, age, and sex
exhibited an excellent potential as an early GC biomarker, with anAUC
of 0.862, in identifying patients with endoscopically resectable stage-I
GC from all other participants (Figure 7A). The AUC values of this
model were 0.795, 0.902, and 0.862 in distinguishing patients with
endoscopically resectable stage-I GC from those with BN, those with
HPS, and NC, respectively (Figures 7B–7D). Hence, we suggested
that plasma CHI3L1 protein level could serve as a promising predictive
biomarker for patients with early-stage, endoscopically resectable GC.

DISCUSSION
Advance in high-throughput technologies such as next-generation
sequencing (NGS) and high-resolution mass spectrometry largely
promoted our understanding of cancer biology and the development
of novel cancer biomarkers and drug targets. During the past decade,
large amounts of gene profiling data have been produced and depos-
ited on the website. Effectively exploiting and integrating these pub-
licly accessible big data with state-of-the-art omics techniques could
greatly improve the robustness and repeatability of the results.
Here, we developed a strategy integrating SWATH-MS proteomics



Figure 4. The Consensus of GC Upregulated

Proteins by Analysis of Different Datasets

(A) A Venn diagram showed that there were only 174

DEGs shared among all 5 datasets, and 633 DEGs shared

among at least 4 datasets. (B) Statistics of GO terms an-

notated to differentially expressed proteins identified by

analysis of GC datasets. BP category is indicated in red,

CC category is indicated in blue, and MF category is

indicated in yellow. (C) Among all those 633 genes, only 95

genes were characterized as upregulated.
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profiling of circulating proteins with a consensus DEG repertoire sup-
ported by five different mRNA profiling datasets to find a robust pro-
tein biomarker for liquid biopsy.

Unlike other biomarker studies that included GC patients of mixed
stages, we further focused on patients with endoscopically curable
stage-I GC. All GC patients enrolled in SWATH-MS screening
were stage-I GC, and most (79/100) GC patients used in ELISA veri-
fication were stage I. As far as we know, it is the largest endoscopically
curable GC cohort used in biomarker study. Considering that more
than 80% of GC patients were diagnosed at an advanced stage in
developing areas, it is hard to recruit a larger early-stage GC popula-
tion for biomarker discovery.

Using the up-to-date SWATH-MS DIA screening for upregulated
proteins in GC plasma, we identified 37 upregulated and 21 downre-
gulated proteins. Those genes were associated with regulation of hu-
moral immune response, positive regulation of macrophage-derived
foam cell differentiation, and regulation of extracellular matrix orga-
nization, which is in accordance with the related biological processes
reported in GC tumor tissues.37 Among all the upregulated proteins
identified in plasma DIA analysis, 7 of them are neither secreted pro-
tein nor membrane-associated protein. Most of those proteins (5/7)
were nucleic proteins (METTL11B, PSMA1, SUPT6H, TBC1D2,
and ZNF609), which could be derived from the apoptotic bodies
released by the apoptotic cells to the plasma. Notably, besides
CHI3L1, other hub genes such as AGT, HPX, and SERPINA4, iden-
tified in the analysis of SWATH-MS results, were all reported associ-
ated with cancer in previous publications.38–40

In our DIA analysis, all proteins found in the GC subgroup were also
detected in at least 1 CSG sample and vice versa. Additionally, there
were no sample-specific proteins detected. As shown in Figures 1A
and 1B, within both groups, most proteins (873/904, 877/904) were de-
Molecul
tected in all 5 samples, and every protein species
was detected in at least 3 samples. The possible
explanation could be the high sensitivity of DIA
technology, which could detect proteins in very
low abundance.

In the re-analysis of public mRNA databases,
there were 14708, 8365, 6942, 1409, and 1304
DEGs identified in TCGA and GEO: GSE54129, GSE37023,
GSE29272, and GSE26942, respectively. Only 174 DEGs were shared
among all datasets, showed an unsatisfying consistency. The inconsis-
tency of DEGs generated by different databases would be due to the
high heterogeneity of different GC populations.26 To avoid a large
amount of false-negative judgments caused by overly stringent
criteria, we chose the genes exhibited in at least 4 different DEG lists
(663 genes in total) for further analysis. Interestingly, more than 75%
of those consensus DEGs were downregulated in GC patients, which
further increased the difficulty in the discovery of GC biomarkers.

Here,we identifiedonly1 secretedprotein,CHI3L1, upregulated inboth
the database consensus list and the SWATH-MS list. CHI3L1 is a 40-
kDa glycoprotein that is reported upregulated in some cancer
types29,33–35 as well as some non-neoplastic disease. Previously,
CHI3L1 was reported as a biomarker to predict the severity of osteoar-
thritis, rheumatoid arthritis (RA), inflammatory bowel disease (IBD),
and liverfibrosis,mostofwhichwere associatedwithchronic inflamma-
tion and fibrosis.28,41 For cancer-related studies, CHI3L1 was consid-
ered as an unfavorable prognostic factor inmany cancers, such as breast
cancer, colon cancer, lung cancer, and so forth.29,30,32,33,41 However, no
studies revealed the possible application of CHI3L1 as an early diag-
nostic biomarker. Here, we first proposed that plasma CHI3L1 could
be a potential diagnostic marker for early GC. Considering the general-
ity of CHI3L1’s biological activity, we could not determine whether
CHI3L1 is a pan-cancer biomarker or a GC-specific biomarker. How-
ever, individuals with aberrantly elevated plasma CHI3L1 should be
advised for further endoscopic screening of GC.

The AUC of GC versus other non-cancerous populations varies from
0.722 to 0.844, suggesting that CHI3L1 is a promising biomarker in
identifying GC. The efficiencies in the stage-II/III population (0.773–
0.893) are slightly better than those in the stage-I population (0.708–
0.831), which is in accordance with the fact that CHI3L1 is prognostic
ar Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 17 June 2020 261
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Figure 5. Functional Analysis of Upregulated

Proteins Identified by GC Datasets

(A) GO: BP terms related to cell differentiation, adhesion,

migration, response to oxygen, extracellular structure or-

ganization, etc., were enriched by ClueGO function

analysis at medium level. (B) A protein-protein interaction

(PPI) network among the upregulated proteins identified

by dataset analysis was constructed by the STRING

database, and the color of the nodes (proteins) was

mapped to their log2 GC/NC fold changes.
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in many cancers.29,30,32,33,41 Additionally, when age and sex—two easy-
to-access risk factors—were integrated, theAUCswere boosted to 0.862
(versus that for all others), 0.795 (versus that for BN), 0.902 (versus that
forHPS), and 0.862 (versus that forNC).The performance of ourmodel
in identifying stage-I GC was comparable to that of other models for
mixed-stage GC in previous publications,14,17,18 suggesting that this
model is very promising in early GC screening.

CHI3L1 could be secreted by cancer cells, but it could also be secreted by
activated macrophages, fibroblasts, and so forth.28 Thus, we could not
concludewhether the elevated plasma CHI3L1was derived from tumor
tissue or generated accompanied with the systemic responses of the hu-
man body against tumor. CHI3L1was known to bind both proteins and
carbohydrates, which facilitated potential interactions with the cell sur-
face and extracellular matrix.41 However, no specific cell-surface-bind-
ing partner for CHI3L1 has been identified. Understanding the struc-
ture and biochemistry characteristics of CHI3L1 would achieve a
specific detection of CHI3L1 with a low cost and further promote the
application of CHI3L1 in clinical scenarios in the future.
262 Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 17 June 2020
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In conclusion, we developed a novel strategy for
disease biomarker screening combining plasma
MS technique with public gene expression data-
base analysis and identified plasma CHI3L1
level as a potential biomarker for the identifica-
tion of patients with endoscopically resectable
early-stage GC. Additionally, we proposed a lo-
gistic model combining plasma CHI3L1 level
with age and sex information, which showed
an AUC of 0.862 in distinguishing early-stage
GC patients from NC. Our study not only pro-
vided a highly sensitive, minimally invasive
approach for the identification of patients with
endoscopically resectable GC but also gave a
paradigm of integrating publicly accessible
gene expression datasets with custom-made
omics screening procedures in the discovery of
disease biomarkers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Information and Sample Collection

Five stage-IA (T1aN0M0) GC patients who
received endoscopic resection of GC at the
Department of Gastroenterology, Beijing Friendship Hospital, Bei-
jing, China, between February 2017 and March 2017 were enrolled
in this study along with 5 age- and sex-matched non-cancerous
CSG volunteers as controls for biomarker discovery. Additionally
100 GC patients, 25 BN patients, and 43 patients with HPs received
endoscopic or surgical resection of gastric lesions at the Departmen
of Gastroenterology, Beijing Friendship Hospital between March
2017 and December 2018, and 32 healthy volunteers were enrolled
in this study for biomarker evaluation. All clinical data are summa-
rized in Table 1. Blood specimens were collected from each patien
before endoscopic resection or any other treatment and were centri-
fuged at 3,000 � g for 15 min at 4�C for the isolation of plasma. Al
participants had signed the informed consent, and this study was
approved by the ethics committee of Beijing Friendship Hospital.

Highly Abundant Protein Depletion

All plasma samples for SWATH-MS analysis were processed using
Pierce Top 12 Abundant Protein Depletion Spin Columns (#85164
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) according to the



Figure 6. Identification and ELISA Verification of

CHI3L1 as a Highly Elevated Secreted Protein in GC

Plasma

(A) A Venn diagram showed that 58 out of 94 database-

derived upregulated genes were secretome or membrane

associated. (B) There was only 1 gene, CHI3L1, charac-

terized as upregulated in both the database-derived list

and SWATH-MS. (C) An overall Venn diagram showed the

overlap among GC dataset consensus DEGs, SWATH-

MSDIA-identified DEGs in GC plasma, membrane protein

lists, and secretome. (D) A boxplot showed different

CHI3L1 levels in plasma of patients with GC, patients with

BN, patients with HPs, and NCs by ELISA. (E) ROC plots

exhibited the efficiencies of CHI3L1 in distinguishing GC

patients from those with precancerous BN, those with

HPs, NCs, and all of the above.
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manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, 10 mL plasma was added to the col-
umn and well mixed for 60 min; then, the eluent collected by centri-
fugation at 1,000� g for 2 min was frozen at�80�C until further use.

Protein Digestion and Pre-separation

The depleted sample was digested using the filter-aided sample prep-
aration (FASP) method.42 Briefly, disulfide bonds were broken and
blocked using 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) and 50 mM iodoaceta-
mide (IAA), and then proteins were transferred to a 10-kDa filter
and cleaned sequentially using 8 M urea and 50 mM NH4HCO3 at
13,000� g, at 20�C. Trypsin was added to each sample at 1:50 (mass:-
mass) in 50 mM NH4HCO3 at 37�C for 16 h. A mixture sample was
made of an equal amount of digested peptides from each sample and
separated into 3 fractions using a modified high-pH RP method.43

Briefly, a homemade C18 stage tip was cleaned using 80% acetonitrile
(ACN)/H2O after activation with methanol. Then, the stage tip was
equilibrated with ammonium hydroxide (pH 10) before peptides
were loaded onto the stage tip. A series of ACN/ammonium hydrox-
ide (pH 10) buffer concentrations—6%, 9%, 12%, 15%, 18%, 21%,
25%, 30%, 35%, and 50%—was used to elute peptides into 10 fractions
and then combined into 3 fractions.

DDA sample preparation and MS procedures

For generation of the spectral library, the pre-separated 3 fractions
were acquired with the DDA mode using Orbitrap Fusion Lumos
(#IQLAAEGAAPFADBMBHQ; Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose,
CA, USA). The peptide mixture was separated on the Easy-nLC
1200 System (#LC140, Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA,
USA) using a homemade C18 column (3 mm, 75 mm � 15 cm) at a
flow rate of 600 nL/min. A 120-min linear gradient was set as follows:
5% reagent B (0.1% FA in 80% ACN/H2O)/95% reagent A (0.1% FA
in H2O) to 10% reagent B in 13 min, 10% reagent B to 30% reagent B
Molecul
in 80 min, 30% reagent B to 45% reagent B in
20 min, 45% reagent B to 95% reagent B in
1 min, and stayed 6 min for 95% B. For the
data acquisition, a top 20 scan mode with MS1
scan range m/z 400–1,200, was used. Other pa-
rameters were set as follows: MS1 andMS2 resolution was set to 120K
and 30K, respectively; AGC for MS1 and MS2 was 4e5 and 1e5; isola-
tion window was 2.0 Th; NCE was 32; and dynamic exclusion time
was 15 s.

DIA sample preparation and MS procedures

Each sample with an addition of the same amount of iRT (Biognosys)44

was analyzed with the DIA method. For DIA acquisition, the method
consisted of one full MS1 scan with a resolution set at 120K using AGC
of 4e5 and a maximum injection time of 50 ms. A sequential 29 isola-
tion mass window was set as follows: for m/z 400–800, the mass isola-
tion window was set to 20 Th; for m/z 800–1,000, the mass isolation
window was set to 40 Th; and for m/z 1,000–1,200, the mass isolation
window was set to 50 Th. Each DIAMS2 spectrum was acquired using
a resolution of 30K, AGC was set to 1e5, maximum injection time was
50 ms, and collision energy was set to NCE 35. All the LC conditions
were exactly the same as for DDA listed earlier.

Spectral Library Generation

DDA raw files were searched against a UniProt protein database of
Homo sapiens using Proteome Discoverer v.2.1. The protein sequence
was appended with the iRT fusion protein sequence. A search engine of
SequestHT was used with the following searching parameter: enzyme
of trypsin with maximum number of 2 missed cleavages; precursor
and fragment ion mass tolerance was set to 10 ppm and 0.02 Da; var-
iable modification was set to oxidation of M and deamidation of N, Q;
and fixed modification was set to carbamidomethylation of C. An algo-
rithm of Percolator45 was used to keep peptide FDR less than 1% and
the q value threshold used for protein identification was less than 0.01.
Search results of DDA using Proteome Discoverer 2.1 were transferred
into a spectral library using Spectronaut 10 (Biognosys). Only high
confidence of peptide was used for the generation of the spectral library.
ar Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 17 June 2020 263
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Table 1. Clinical Characteristics of PatientswithGC, BN, andHPS and of NC

Clinical
Characteristics GC (n = 100)

Non-Cancerous Controls (n = 100)

BN (n = 25) HPS (n = 43) NC (n = 32)

Age (mean ± SD) 54.99 ± 10.24 55.88 ± 12.90 57.30 ± 11.14 53.12 ± 15.01

Gender

Male 76 11 12 24

Female 24 14 31 8

Clinical Stage

I 79 – – –

II/III 21 – – –

Tumor Location

Cardia/Fundus 20 5 18 –

Body 20 7 17 –

Antrum 49 13 7 –

Muti-site 11 0 1 –

Paris Subtype

Ip 0 2 5 –

Is 0 12 10 –

Isp 3 11 28 –

II 97 0 0 –

Lesion size
(mean ± SD)

3.60 ± 1.79 1.18 ± 0.79 0.95 ± 0.63 –

CHI3L1 level
(mg/L)
(mean ± SD)

162.59 ±

112.78
87.40 ± 50.33 64.50 ± 35.45 76.21 ± 29.49
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Fragment ions within the mass range of m/z 300–1,800 were kept, and
peptides less than 3 fragment ions were removed.
DIA Data Analysis

Search results of data-dependent acquisition using Proteome Discov-
erer v.2.1 were transferred into a spectral library using Spectronaut 10
(Biognosys, Schlieren, Switzerland). The following settings were
applied in Spectronaut 10.0: peak detection, dynamic iRT, enabled;
correction factor 1; dynamic score refinement and MS1 scoring,
enabled; interference correction and cross run normalization (total
peak area), enabled. The number of fragment ions was defined in
the spectral library, and all were required for identification and quan-
tification. Spectronaut utilizes the spiked-in iRT peptides for m/z and
retention time calibration. For our dataset, the m/z tolerance was in
the range of 4 ppm, and the median retention time extraction window
was 8min. All results were filtered by a Q value of 0.01 (equals an FDR
of 1% on peptide level). All other settings were set to default. Protein
intensity was calculated by summing the peptide peak areas (sum of
fragment ion peak areas as calculated by Spectronaut) of each protein
from the Spectronaut output file.
Bioinformatic Analysis and Visualization

TCGA and four GEO datasets (GEO: GSE54129, GSE29272,
GSE26942, and GSE37023) were downloaded for analysis. DEGs
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were identified by the GEO2R platform, with all parameters set at
default.46 The annotation of the given gene list was performed with
ClueGO function analysis.47 ClueGO function analysis was per-
formed based on kappa score grouping; at global, medium, and
detailed levels, separately, with all other parameters set at default.
Redundant groups with >50.0% overlap were merged as one GO
term. Packages including pheatmap, VennDiagram, and plotROC
of R v.3.3.1 were used for results visualization.

ELISA

CHI3L1 levels in plasma specimens were measured using a commer-
cially available ELISA kit (#CSB-E13608h, CUSABIO, Wuhan,
China) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Plasma samples
were diluted 1:5 before analysis. Each sample was detected in dupli-
cate, and the mean value was used as the final readout. A sample
with a coefficient of variation (CV)% > 8% was re-tested to ensure
data reliability.

Statistical Analysis

We used Student’s t test, c2 test, or one-way ANOVA to evaluate the
association between CHI3L1 level and clinicopathological character-
istics. p values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. ROC
curves were drawn to evaluate the predictive accuracy of the
CHI3L1 level for GC, which was quantified by the AUC. R v.3.3.1
was used for data analysis, and ggplot2 was used for visualization of
results.
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Figure 7. Integrating CHI3L1 with Clinical Factors

Could Well Distinguish Patients with Early-Stage

Endoscopically Resectable GC from Others

(A) The ROC plot of stage-I GC patients versus all other

participants. (B) The ROC plot of stage-I GC patients

versus BN patients. (C) The ROC plot of stage-I GC pa-

tients versus those with HPs. (D) The ROC plot of stage-I

GC patients versus NCs.
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